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Abstrat. Statistial lassiation using tangent vetors and lassi-
ation based on loal features are two suessful methods for various
image reognition problems. These two approahes tolerate global and
loal transformations of the images, respetively. Tangent vetors an be
used to obtain global invariane with respet to small aÆne transfor-
mations and line thikness, for example. On the other hand, a lassier
based on loal representations admits the distortion of parts of the im-
age. From these properties, a ombination of the two approahes seems
very likely to improve on the results of the individual approahes. In this
paper, we show the benets of this ombination by applying it to the well
known USPS handwritten digits reognition task. An error rate of 2.0%
is obtained, whih is the best result published so far for this dataset.
1 Introdution
Transformation tolerane is a very important aspet in the lassiation of hand-
written digits beause of individual writing styles, pen properties and lutter.
Among the relevant transformations we an distinguish the two ases of
{ global transformations of the image, e.g. sale, rotation, slant, and
{ loal transformations of the image, e.g. lutter or missing parts.
These types of transformations do not hange the lass of the objet present in
the image and therefore we are interested in lassiers that an tolerate these
hanges, in order to improve lassiation auray. There exists a variety of ways
to ahieve invariane or transformation tolerane of a lassier, inluding e.g.
normalization, extration of invariant features and invariant distane measures.
In this work, we present two lassiation methods that are partiularly
suitable for the two types of transformations: a statistial lassier using tan-
gent vetors for global invariane and a lassier based on the nearest neighbor
tehnique and loal representations of the image, whih tolerates loal hanges.
Beause these two methods deal with dierent types of transformations it seems
espeially useful to ombine the results of the lassiers.
The ombination of the lassiers is evaluated on the well known US Postal
Servie database (USPS), whih ontains segmented handwritten digits from
US zip odes. There are many results for dierent lassiers available on this
database and the ombined approah presented here ahieves an error rate of
2.0% on the test set, whih is the best result reported so far.
2 The statistial lassier using tangent distane
First, we will desribe the statistial lassier used. To lassify an observation
x 2 IR
D
, we use the Bayesian deision rule
x 7 ! r(x) = argmax
k
fp(k)  p(xjk)g :
Here, p(k) is the a priori probability of lass k, p(xjk) is the lass onditional
probability for the observation x given lass k and r(x) is the deision of the
lassier. This deision rule is known to be optimal with respet to the expeted
number of lassiation errors if the required distributions are known [1℄. How-
ever, as neither p(k) nor p(xjk) are known in pratial situations, it is neessary
to hoose models for the respetive distributions and estimate their parameters
using the training data. The lass onditional probabilities are modeled using
kernel densities in the experiments, whih an be regarded as an extreme ase of
a mixture density model, sine eah training sample is interpreted as the enter
of a Gaussian distribution:
p(xjk) =
1
N
k
N
k
X
n=1
N (xjx
kn
; );
where N
k
is the number of training samples of lass k, x
kn
denotes the n-th
referene pattern of lass k and here we assume  = 
2
I , i.e. we use variane
pooling over lasses and dimensions and apply a fator  to determine the kernel
width.
2.1 Overview of tangent distane
In this setion, we rst give an overview of an invariant distane measure, alled
tangent distane (TD), whih was introdued in [2℄. In the following setion, we
will then show how it an be eetively integrated into the statistial lassier
presented above. An invariant distane measure ideally takes into aount trans-
formations of the patterns, yielding small values for patterns whih mostly dier
by a transformation that does not hange lass-membership.
Let x 2 IR
D
be a pattern and t(x; ) denote a transformation of x that
depends on a parameter L-tuple  2 IR
L
, where we assume that t does not
xµ
x
µ
µ
Fig. 1. Illustration of the Eulidean distane between an observation x and a refer-
ene  (dashed line) in omparison to the distane between the orresponding manifolds
(plain line). The tangent approximation of the manifold of the referene and the orre-
sponding (one-sided) tangent distane is depited by the thin line and the dotted line,
respetively.
aet lass membership (for small ). The set of all transformed patterns now
is a manifold M
x
=

t(x; ) :  2 IR
L
	
 IR
D
in pattern spae. The distane
between two patterns an then be dened as the minimum distane between the
manifoldM
x
of the pattern x and the manifoldM

of a lass spei prototype
pattern . This manifold distane is truly invariant with respet to the regarded
transformations (f. Fig. 1). However, the distane alulation between manifolds
is a hard non-linear optimization problem in general. These manifolds an be
approximated by a tangent subspae

M. The tangent vetors x
l
that span the
subspae are the partial derivatives of the transformation t with respet to the
parameters 
l
(l = 1; : : : ; L), i.e. x
l
= t(x; )=
l
. Thus, the transformation
t(x; ) an be approximated using a Taylor expansion at  = 0:
t(x; ) = x+
L
P
l=1

l
x
l
+
L
P
l=1
O(
2
l
)
The set of points onsisting of the linear ombinations of the tangent vetors x
l
added to x forms the tangent subspae

M
x
, a rst-order approximation ofM
x
:

M
x
=

x+
L
P
l=1

l
x
l
:  2 IR
L
	
 IR
D
Using the linear approximation

M
x
has the advantage that distane alulations
are equivalent to the solution of linear least square problems or equivalently
projetions into subspaes, whih are omputationally inexpensive operations.
The approximation is valid for small values of , whih nevertheless is suÆient
in many appliations, as Fig. 2 shows for examples of USPS data. These examples
Fig. 2. Example of rst-order approximation of aÆne transformations and line thik-
ness. (Left to right: original image,  horizontal translation,  vertial translation, 
rotation,  sale, axis deformation,  diagonal deformation,  line thikness)
illustrate the advantage of TD over other distane measures, as the depited
patterns all lie in the same subspae and an therefore be represented by one
prototype and the orresponding tangent vetors. The TD between the original
image and any of the transformations is therefore zero, while the Eulidean
distane is signiantly greater than zero. Using the squared Eulidean norm,
the TD is dened as:
d
2S
(x; ) = min
;2IR
L

jj(x+
L
P
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l
)  (+
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This distane measure is also known as two-sided tangent distane (2S) [1℄. To
redue the eort for determining d
2S
(x; ) it may be onvenient to restrit the
tangent subspaes to the derivatives of the referene (or the observation). The
resulting distane measure is alled one-sided tangent distane.
2.2 Integration into the statistial approah
The onsiderations presented above are based on the Eulidean distane, but
equally apply when using the Mahalanobis distane in a statistial framework.
The result of the integration of one-sided tangent distane into the densities is
a modiation of the ovariane matrix of eah kernel in the kernel densities [3℄:
p(xjk) =
1
N
k
N
k
X
n=1
N (xjx
kn
; 
0
kn
); 
0
kn
=  + 
2
L
X
l=1

knl

T
knl
Here, the parameter  denotes the variane of the oeÆients  in the tangent
subspae. The resulting distanes (i.e. the values of the exponent in the Gaussian
distribution) approah the onventional Mahalanobis distane for  ! 0 and the
TD for  !1. Thus, the inorporation of tangent vetors adds a orretive term
to the Mahalanobis distane that only aets the ovariane matrix whih an
be interpreted as struturing 
kn
.
2.3 Virtual data
In order to obtain a better approximation of p(xjk), the domain knowledge
about invariane an be used to enrih the training set with shifted opies of
the given training data. In the experiments displaements of one pixel in eight
diretions were used. Although the tangent distane should already ompensate
for shifts of that amount, this approah still leads to improvements, as the shift
is a transformation following the true manifold, whereas the tangents are a linear
approximation. As it is possible to use the knowledge about invariane for the
training data by applying both tangent distane and expliit shift, this is true
for the test data as well. The resulting method is alled virtual test sample
method [4℄. When lassifying a given image, shifted versions of the image are
generated and independently lassied. The overall result is then obtained by
ombining the individual results using the sum rule.
3 The nearest neighbor lassier using loal features
As the seond method, the nearest neighbor (NN) paradigm is used to lassify
handwritten haraters. To use the NN algorithm, a distane measure between
two harater images is needed. Usually, the solution is to represent eah image
as a feature vetor obtained from the entire image, using the appearane-based
approah as above (eah pixel orresponds to one feature) or some type of fea-
ture extration. Finally, using vetor spae dissimilarity measures, the distane
between two harater images is omputed.
In the handwritten haraters lassiation problem, there usually appear
lear dierenes between handwritten versions of the same harater. This is
an important handiap to the NN lassiation algorithm if the feature vetor
is obtained from the entire image. But it is possible to nd loal parts of the
haraters that seem to be unhanged, that is, the distane between them is low
in two handwritten version of the same harater. This leads to the idea of using
a loal feature approah, where eah harater is represented by several feature
vetors obtained from parts of the image.
In a lassial lassier [1℄, eah objet for training and test is represented by
a feature vetor, and a disrimination rule is applied to lassify a test vetor.
In the handwritten haraters senario, the estimation of posterior lass prob-
abilities from the whole objet seems to be a diÆult task, but taking loal
representations we obtain simpler features to learn the posterior probabilities.
Moreover, we obtain a model that is invariant with respet to horizontal and
vertial translations.
3.1 Extration of loal features
Many loal representations have been proposed, mainly in the image database
retrieval literature [5, 6℄. In the present work, eah image is represented by several
(possibly overlapping) square windows of size w  w, whih orrespond to a set
of \loal appearanes" (f. Fig. 3).
To obtain the loal feature vetors from an image, a seletion of windows
with highly relevant and disriminative ontent is needed. Although a number
of methods exist to detet suh windows [7℄, most of them are not appropriate
for handwritten images or they are omputationally too expensive.
In this work, the grey value of the pixels is used as seletion riterion. Dark
pixels (with low grey value) are seleted in order to determine points on the trae
Fig. 3. Example of four loal features extrated from an image of a handwritten digit.
of the handwritten harater. The surrounding window of eah seleted pixel is
used as one of the loal features for the representation of the whole harater.
The possibly high dimensionality of w
2
vetor omponents is redued using
a prinipal omponent analysis on the set of all loal features extrated from the
training set.
3.2 Classiation using loal features
Given a training set, for eah image of the training set a set of feature vetors
is obtained. The size of these sets may be dierent, depending on the number of
loal features hosen. Eah loal feature vetor has the same lass label assoiated
as the image it was obtained from. All these feature vetors are then joined to
form a new training set.
Given a test image x, we obtainM
x
feature vetors, denoted by fx
1
; : : : ; x
M
x
g.
Then, to solve the problem of lassiation of a test objet represented by loal
features, the sum rule is used to obtain the posterior probability of the objet
from the posterior probabilities of its loal representations [8℄:
r(x) = argmax
k
P (kjx)  argmax
k
M
x
X
m=1
P (kjx
m
)
And to model the posterior probability of eah loal feature, a -NN is used:
P (kjx
m
) 
v
k
(x
m
)

;
where v
k
(x
m
) denotes the number of votes from lass k found for the feature x
m
among the  nearest neighbors of the new training set. We adopt the sum rule as
an approximation for the objet posterior probabilities and the k-NN estimate
is used to approximate eah loal feature posterior probability, yielding:
r(x) = argmax
k
M
x
X
m=1
v
k
(x
m
)

= argmax
k
M
x
X
m=1
v
k
(x
m
) (1)
In words, the lassiation proedure is summarized as follows: for eah loal
feature of the test image, the k-nearest neighbor algorithm gives a fration of
votes to eah lass, whih is an approximation of the posterior probability that
eah loal feature belongs to eah lass. As eah of the vetors obtained from
the test image an be lassied into a dierent lass, a joint deision sheme
is required to nally deide on a single lass for the entire test image. The
probabilities obtained from eah loal feature are ombined using the sum rule
to obtain the overall posterior probability for the entire image for eah lass. The
test image is assigned to the lass with highest posterior probability. Aording
to Eq. (1), this deision orresponds to the most voted lass ounting all votes
from all loal features of the test image [8℄.
Fig. 4. Examples of digits mislassied by the loal feature approah, but orretly
lassied by the tangent distane lassier (rst row, note the variation in line thikness
and aÆne hanges) and vie versa (seond row, note the missing parts and lutter).
3.3 Computational onsiderations
Representing objets by several loal features involves a omputational problem
if the number of loal features to represent one objet is very large. The k-NN
algorithm needs to ompare every loal feature of a test objet with every loal
feature of every training objet. This high omputational ost is onsiderably
redued by using a fast approximate k-nearest neighbor searh tehnique [9℄.
4 Experimental results on the USPS database
All the results presented here were obtained using the well known US Postal
Servie handwritten digits reognition orpus (USPS). It ontains normalized
grey sale images of size 1616, divided into a training set of 7291 images and
a test set of 2007 images. A human error rate estimated to be 2.5% shows that
it is a hard reognition task. Some (diÆult) examples of the test are shown in
Fig. 4. Several other methods have been tried on this database and some results
are inluded in Table 1.
Observing that the two lassiers desribed here led to dierent errors on the
USPS data, this situation seemed to be espeially suited for the use of lassier
ombination in order to improve the results [10℄. For example, tangent distane
is able to ope with dierent line thiknesses very well, while the loal feature
approah an tolerate missing parts (like segmentation errors) or lutter. Fig. 4
shows some of the errors, whih were dierent between the two lassiers.
Therefore, the experimental setup was omparably simple. The best result
obtained so far (2.2% error rate) was already based on lassier ombination
on the basis of lass posterior probabilities. Hene, it was only neessary to
inlude the results of the loal feature approah (whih yielded an error rate of
3.0%) in the ombiner. We used the deision based on the loal features with two
votes, one statistial lassier with one-sided tangent distane and two statistial
lassiers with two-sided tangent distane. Using majority vote as ombination
rule, ties were arbitrarily broken by hoosing the lass with the smallest lass
number k. With this approah, we were able to improve the result from 2.2% to
2.0%. Table 1 shows the error rates in omparison to those of other methods,
whih are mainly single lassier results.
Note that the improvement from 2.2% to 2.0% is not statistially signiant,
as there are only 2007 test samples in the test set (the 95% ondene interval
Table 1. Summary of results for the USPS orpus (error rates, [%℄).

: training set extended with 2,400 mahine-printed digits
method ER[%℄
human performane [Simard et al. 1993℄ [2℄ 2.5
relevane vetor mahine [Tipping et al. 2000℄ [11℄ 5.1
neural net (LeNet1) [LeCun et al. 1990℄ [12℄ 4.2
invariant support vetors [Sh

olkopf et al. 1998℄ [13℄ 3.0
neural net + boosting [Druker et al. 1993℄ [12℄

2.6
tangent distane [Simard et al. 1993℄ [2℄

2.5
nearest neighbor lassier [14℄ 5.6
mixture densities [15℄ baseline 7.2
+ LDA + virtual data 3.4
(1) kernel densities [14℄ tangent distane, two-sided 3.0
+ virtual data 2.4
+ lassier ombination 2.2
(2) k-nearest neighbor, loal representations 3.0
lassier ombination using methods (1) and (2) 2.0
for the error rate on this experiment is [1:4%; 2:8%℄). Furthermore, it must be
admitted that these improvements seem to result from \training on the testing
data". Against this impression we may state several arguments: On the one
hand, only few experiments using lassier ombination were performed here.
Seondly, there exists no development test set for the USPS dataset. Therefore,
all the results presented on this dataset (f. e.g. Table 1) must be onsidered
as training on the testing data to some degree and therefore a too optimisti
estimation of the real error rate. This adds some fairness to the omparison.
Despite these drawbaks, the presented results are interesting and important in
our opinion, beause the ombination of two lassiers, whih are able to deal
with dierent transformations of the input (f. Fig. 4), was able to improve on
a result whih was already very optimized.
5 Conlusion
In this work, the ombination of two dierent approahes to handwritten har-
ater lassiation was presented. These two methods are omplementary in the
transformations of the images that are tolerated and thus in the sets of mislas-
sied images. Therefore, the appliation of a ombined lassier based on these
two tehniques is a suitable approah. In the experiments arried out, it was ob-
served that the ombination improves the results of the previously best lassier
on the USPS orpus from 2:2% to 2:0%. Although this is not a statistially sig-
niant improvement, qualitatively, the advantages of the ombination beome
lear when regarding Fig. 4. This shows the benets of the applied ombination,
whih will possibly be helpful for image lassiation tasks in the future.
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